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How taking turns communicates desired equality in social relationships
Alicia M. Chen (aliciach@mit.edu) and Rebecca Saxe (saxe@mit.edu)

Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, MIT

Abstract
When people perform generous acts for each other, they can
balance out relative benefits by alternating who is generous.
When and why do they do this? Here we test the explana-
tion that sequences of generosity regulate social relationships.
We find that people selectively expect reciprocal generosity in
equal (vs. hierarchical) relationships, use reciprocal generos-
ity to infer the presence of an equal relationship, and critically
expect that people reciprocate generosity in order to communi-
cate a desire for a (more) equal relationship. In a formal plan-
ning model, reciprocal generosity can emerge from the value
of communicating desired equality.
Keywords: social relationships, generosity, communication,
theory of mind, Bayesian modeling

Introduction
People routinely take turns exerting effort to benefit one an-
other. What kind of social cognitive expectations do people
have for why people do this?

One set of explanations for reciprocal generosity is that
it emerges from people’s considerations of how much each
partner benefits from interacting. People may care about oth-
ers’ benefits (Bob and Andrew may alternate buying coffee or
helping each other with their work projects because they care
about each other; Powell, 2022), and/or care about their own
downstream benefits (Bob and Andrew might expect that be-
ing generous to each other induces and sustains reciprocal in-
teractions that are advantageous to themselves over the long
run; Trivers, 1971; Cosmides & Tooby, 1992; Andreoni &
Miller, 1993). Additional strategic benefits for the self may
arise from developing a public reputation as a generous and
potentially valuable partner for others (Roberts et al., 2021),
and from establishing a wider norm of generosity in one’s
community (Bowles & Gintis, 1998).

In addition to caring about their own and their partner’s
benefits, people may also want the benefits to be distributed
equally or fairly between the two people interacting (inequity
aversion; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000).
People are more generous to those who have been generous
to them in the past (Harris, 1970; Ben-Ner, Putterman, Kong,
& Magan, 2004), in part because they want to avoid receiv-
ing more benefits than their partner (advantageous inequity
aversion; Fehr & Schmidt, 2006). Even children show ad-
vantageous inequity aversion, although this motivation devel-
ops later and more variably than the desire not to have less
than other people (disadvantageous inequity aversion; Blake
& McAuliffe, 2011; McAuliffe, Blake, Kim, Wrangham, &
Warneken, 2013; Shaw, Choshen-Hillel, & Caruso, 2016).

Yet taking turns is not fully explained by concern for the
other, strategic concern for the self, or inequity aversion. All
of these goals consider the sum, or balance, of benefits de-
rived from social interactions in the long run. Deliberate turn
taking is one way, but not the only way, people can achieve
these goals. So why do people alternate?

We propose that one reason people think social partners al-
ternate generous acts is to regulate their relationships (Tatone
& Csibra, 2024). Relationship regulation generally refers to
the use of social actions to create, sustain, modify, or end
a social relationship (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; Molm, 2010;
Rai & Fiske, 2011). We hypothesize that sequences of gener-
ous acts are expected to create, sustain or modify the equality
or hierarchy of a relationship. More specifically, alternating
turns being generous can be interpreted as communicating a
desire for a (more) equal relationship. We test this prediction
in two steps: first, by measuring the inferences humans make
about turn taking for generous actions, and second, by using
a model to formalize the reasoning process that promotes al-
ternation.

In this paper, we show that in experiments presenting hu-
man observers with naturalistic vignettes, people expect al-
ternating generosity in equal relationships (Experiment 1),
and infer the presence of an equal relationship after observ-
ing alternating generosity (Experiment 2). Then, we directly
ask observers why a character would act generously, either
when turn taking or continuing a precedent. We find that
communicating about wanting an equal relationship is iden-
tified as a primary motivation for alternating generosity (Ex-
periment 3). We formalize this social reasoning process in a
Bayesian computational model, where planners consider the
above three distributive preferences — vicarious benefits, in-
equity aversion, and strategic self-interests — as well as the
value of communicating about desired equality (based on rel-
ative weights on their and their partner’s utility) to their part-
ner. In this formal model, we find that a motivation to com-
municate about desired equality can specifically give rise to
reciprocal generosity.

Experiments
Scenarios

We created 18 scenarios, each describing a generous action
that one person can do for another in the context of a daily-life
interaction (e.g. buying coffee, preparing a meal and cleaning
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equal status A lower status A higher status

A and B are in a relationship where
•A and B have equal power, status, or influence
•A has less power status, or influence than B
•A has more power, status, or influence than B

relationship

Last time A did [action]. This time
•B does [action]
•A does [action]
•There is no future interaction

sequence of actions
A and B 
alternate

A repeated 
generous

no future
interaction

possible motivations
[...] The second time, A did [action]. How 
much was A motivated to
•Increase A’s own benefits in the long run
•Increase B’s benefits
•Make sure B’s benefits are as high as their 
own

•Communicate that they want to have an 
equal relationship with B

•Communicate that they want to have a hier-
archical relationship with B

experiment 1 experiment 2

experiment 3  

example interactions
•A bought and 
brought coffee to a 
work meeting with B

•A gave B a 
precious and 
expensive gift

•A helped B carry 
groceries up a 
5th floor walkup

•A meticulously 
checked a finished 
group project with B

•A volunteered to watch 
B’s children so that B 
could have a date night

•A offered to go to 
B’s preferred 
restaurant

A B

Figure 1: Schematic of experiments, and example stimuli.

after, deferring to the other’s preference for cuisine, look af-
ter the other’s children; Figure 1). We designed the scenarios
to cover different kinds and contexts of generous actions. In
each interaction, one character gains more benefits and pays
less costs than the other (validated by pilot experiments mea-
suring the perceived costs and benefits for both participants
in each interaction). For all scenarios, the two characters in-
teracting were the same gender, as indicated by names and
pronouns.

Participants All participants were recruited on Prolific and
pre-screened to be adult fluent English speakers from the
United States. Participants gave informed consent, and all
procedures were approved by the MIT Committee on the Use
of Humans as Experimental Subjects. For all experiments,
participants received $5 for completing the task, for an esti-
mated pay of $15/hour. For each experiment, we excluded
participants who did not pass an attention check or indicated
that they did not understand the instructions. In total, 231
adults (ages 18-74, M(SD) age = 35.2(11.7) contributed judg-
ments, in three separate waves.

Implementation and open practices All experiments were
implemented using the jsPsych library (De Leeuw, 2015), and
all analyses were conducted in R using the lme4, lmerTest,
and emmeans packages (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker,
2014; Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017; Lenth,
Singmann, Love, Buerkner, & Herve, 2018). All stimuli,
data, code, and preregistrations are available at https://
osf.io/njcvf/.

Experiments
Methods
Procedure In Experiment 1, each participant read 18 sce-
narios about two characters (A and B) in an equal or hierar-
chical social relationship, and predicted the sequence of gen-
erous interactions. For each scenario, after A did a generous
action, participants indicated the probability that the charac-
ters expected (1) A would do the same action the next time
(‘repeating’), (2) B would do that action the next time (‘alter-
nating’), and (3) the interaction not happening again.

In Experiment 2, each participant read 18 scenarios about
two people engaged in a sequence of generous interactions,
and inferred whether their social relationship was equal or hi-
erarchical. For each scenario, participants indicated the prob-
ability that the characters (A and B) were in (1) a relationship
where A has more power, status, or influence than B, (2) a re-
lationship where B has more power, status, or influence than
A, and (3) a relationship where A and B have equal power,
status, or influence.

In Experiment 3, each participant read 16 scenarios1 about
two people engaged in a sequence of generous interactions,
and judged the motives of the person who was generous most
recently (cf. Kraft-Todd, Kleiman-Weiner, & Young, 2023).
The scenarios manipulated the relative status of the person
performing the generous action during the second interaction
(4: ‘lower’ vs. ‘higher’ vs. ‘equal’ vs. ‘just met’), and the
sequence of the two social interactions (2: ‘repeating’ vs. ‘al-
ternating’). In the ‘just met’ condition, the two characters

1To ensure proper counterbalancing in Experiment 3, we omit-
ted the two scenarios with the smallest cost plus benefit difference
between the two people interacting, as measured in a separate pilot
experiment.
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exp 1: given relationship, predict next action

exp 2: given action, infer relationship
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A and B 
alternate

A repeated 
generous
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repeated
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equal status

A lower status

A higher status

A and B
alternate

A repeated
generous

no future
interaction

Figure 2: (A) Results of Experiment 1. (B) Results of Ex-
periment 2. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence in-
tervals.

have just interacted for the first time, so there is no exist-
ing social relationship between them. For each scenario, par-
ticipants evaluated how much the character performing the
second generous action was motivated to (1) increase their
own benefits in the long run (‘self benefit’), (2) increase their
partner’s benefits (‘other benefit’), (3) make sure their part-
ner’s benefits are as high as their own (‘inequity aversion’),
(4) communicate about wanting an equal relationship (‘com-
municate equality’), and (5) communicate about wanting a
hierarchical relationship (‘communicate hierarchy’).

The assignment of scenarios to conditions was balanced
across participants. All participants provided judgments us-
ing a 7 point Likert scale (from “Extremely unlikely” (1) to
“Extremely likely” (7) for Experiments 1 and 2; from “Not at
all (1) to “Extremely” (7) for Experiment 3). To test our pre-
dictions, we used linear mixed-effects regression models, in-
cluding categorical effects of the experimental condition and
response, along with their interaction, and random intercepts
for each scenario and participant.

Results
Experiment 1: People in equal relationships are expected
to alternate generosity When the two characters were de-
scribed as being in an equal status relationship, participants
expected that the two characters would alternate generous ac-
tions (M = 4.98, SE = 0.094, CI: [4.79, 5.16]) rather than
one person being repeatedly generous (M = 4.48, SE = 0.094,
CI: [4.30, 4.67], t(3090) = 4.764, p < 0.001, or the interac-
tions ceasing altogether (M = 2.29, SE = 0.094, CI: [2.10,

2.47]), t(3090) = 26.089, p < 0.001 (Figure 2). By contrast,
when the relationship was hierarchical, no matter whether the
generous character was ‘higher’ or ‘lower’ status, participants
expected the same character to be repeatedly generous (M =
4.86, SE = 0.079, CI: [4.71, 5.02]), more than the charac-
ters to alternate (M = 4.06, SE = 0.078, CI: [3.90, 4.22]),
t(3090) = 11.039, p < 0.001.

Experiment 2: People who alternate generosity are per-
ceived to be in equal relationships When the two charac-
ters were described as alternating generous actions, partici-
pants inferred that their relationship was equal status (M =
5.82, SE = 0.089, CI: [5.64, 5.99]), rather than either char-
acter having more or less power, status, or influence (M
= 2.56, SE = 0.073, CI: [2.42, 2.71]), t(3041) = 25.090,
p < 0.001 (Figure 2). By contrast, when one character was
repeatedly generous, participants inferred that the relation-
ship was unequal (M = 3.88, SE = 0.073, CI: [3.73, 4.02]),
rather than equal (M = 3.53, SE = 0.089, CI: [3.36, 3.71]),
t(3041) = 3.858, p = 0.002. The generous character was
more likely to be higher power/status/influence (M = 4.07, SE
= 0.089, CI: [3.89, 4.24]), than lower power/status/influence
(M = 3.69, SE = 0.089, CI: [3.51, 3.86]), t(3041) = 3.664,
p = 0.008.

Experiment 3: Motives for alternating roles We pre-
dicted that social interactions are expected to communicate
about desired relationships, and that alternating generosity
specifically communicates about wanting an equal relation-
ship. Participants judged that a character who sequentially
reciprocated a generous action was motivated to commu-
nicate a desire for an equal relationship over a hierarchi-
cal relationship, both when averaged across all relationship
conditions (estimated mean difference = 2.442, z = 31.370,
p < 0.001) and for each relationship considered separately
(all p < 0.001) (Figure 3). These motivations were signif-
icantly different from those of a character who was repeat-
edly generous (interaction of ‘alternating’ vs. ‘repeating’, and
communicate desired ‘equality’ vs ‘hierarchy’) both across
all prior relationship conditions (estimated mean difference =
4.198, SE = 0.11, z = 38.140, p < 0.001) and for each prior
relationship considered separately (all p < 0.001; Figure 3,
bottom).

We tested whether communicative motives are perceived
selectively when the desired relationship implied by the ac-
tion is different from the stated relationship. For example,
alternating generosity, which implies equality (as shown in
Experiments 1 and 2), might seem especially communicative
when the scenario states that the two people are in a hier-
archical relationship. However, for ‘alternating’ generosity,
the results suggest the opposite: people gave higher ratings
to ‘communicate equality’ when the relationship was equal,
compared to when the relationship was hierarchical (diff =
0.714, SE = 0.135, z = 5.296, p < 0.001).

Finally, we specifically predicted that communicating
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Figure 3: Experiment 3 results. Top: Ratings of five motives
for generosity, when alternating versus repeating, averaged
across the four relationship conditions. Bottom: Ratings of
‘communicate equality’, for each interaction and relationship
condition separately. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confi-
dence intervals.

about wanting an equal relationship is a primary motivation
for alternating, relative to other motivations. Indeed, ‘com-
municate equality’ was the highest rated motivation for alter-
nating generosity, compared to each of the four other motiva-
tions (all p < 0.001). In general, this held within each of the
relationship conditions considered separately (all p < 0.003),
with one exception. When the second generous character was
higher status, participants did not have a preference for ‘com-
municate equality’ over ‘inequity aversion’ (p = 0.199). Ad-
ditionally, we counted the frequency with which one of the
five motivations was rated higher than any other. ‘Commu-
nicate equality’ had the highest rating in the majority of in-
dividual trials describing alternation (250 out of 365 trials in
which any single motivation had a unique highest rating).

Computational framework
Participants say that a primary motivation for alternating gen-
erosity is to communicate about wanting an equal relation-
ship. Next, we developed a formal model of social action
planning, to test whether reciprocal generosity could emerge
from communicative goals. Our model follows the rational
communicative social action (RCSA) framework, analogous
to Rational Speech Act (RSA) models of language (Goodman
& Frank, 2016; Radkani, Tenenbaum, & Saxe, 2022; Hung,
Thomas, Radkani, Tenenbaum, & Saxe, 2022). The premise
of the RCSA framework is that in social interactions, people
choose actions in part to communicate about their relation-
ships, based on rational recursive reasoning about the infer-
ences observers will make from their actions. Here our goal
is to investigate how recursive reasoning about observers’ in-
ferences can systematically influence the choice of whether
to alternate or repeat roles in a sequence of asymmetric gen-
erous interactions.

We model a ‘speaker’ S and a ‘listener’ L interacting with
each other in two successive similar asymmetric interactions,
like those in the experiments’ vignettes. Across conditions,
we stipulate whether S or L did the generous action in the
first interaction, and then we model the planning of S, in the
subsequent second interaction. S can choose between two
actions a ∈ [self,other]: performing the generous action,
or receiving the generous action from L.2

Base speaker
We begin by modeling a ‘base speaker’ S0 who chooses an
action proportional to its corresponding total utility, but does
not consider communicative value. The base speaker’s utility
consists the three non-communicative components that prior
research has shown are potential sources of utility from gen-
erous actions:

• one’s own utility Uself(a)

• their partner’s utility Uother(a)

• inequity aversion, a cost term penalizing unequal out-
comes c(a;afirst) = |Uself(a;afirst)−Uother(a;afirst)|3, where
U(a;afirst) is the cumulative utility of the first and second
action.

The relative weights of self and partner utility are modu-
lated by wother ∈ [0,1], and the inequity aversion cost term is
modulated by wc. Thus, the utility for S is

US0(a;afirst,wother) = (1−wother) ·Uself(a)

+wother ·Uother(a)−wc · c(a;afirst) (1)

2We make the (simplified) assumption that the interaction will
happen, and either the speaker or listener will be generous, so that
the choice is binary.

3For simplicity, we display this term as UIA, and wc as wIA, in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: (A) Schematic of a model of a communicative speaker who recursively represents a rational listener. (B) Model
predicted likelihoods of generosity for the second action, faceted by who was generous the first time (columns) and the listener’s
prior on wother (rows). Increasing the value of communicating desired equality (darker colors) increases the probability of taking
turns, and particularly of reciprocating generosity (left column).

The base speaker then uses a softmax decision rule to select
an action, modulated by the temperature parameter β:

S0(a|afirst,wother) ∝ exp(β ·US0(a;afirst,wother)) (2)

Listener

The listener L observes an action from the base speaker, and
uses Bayesian inference and what they observed for the first
action to infer what the speaker thinks about wother.

L(wother|a,afirst) ∝ S0(a|afirst,wother)

· exp((1−wother) ·Uself(afirst)+wother ·Uother(afirst))

·P(wother) (3)

assuming wother and the past action afirst are independent.

Communicative speaker

Now, we have all the components to build a model of a com-
municative speaker. In addition to their own utility, their
partner’s utility, and inequity aversion, the communicative
speaker S derives utility from L’s inferences about the rela-
tive weight of their own and their partner’s utility. In other
words, we model the communicative speaker as trying to in-
duce an inference of a target weight wtarget in L. If the com-
municative speaker is trying to communicate about desired
equality between weights, then wtarget = 0.5 (i.e. so that L
thinks wother = wtarget). Thus, the communicative speaker’s
utility is:

US(a;afirst,wother) =

base speaker utility︷ ︸︸ ︷
US0(a;afirst,wother)

+wcomm · logL1(wtarget = 0.5|a,afirst)︸ ︷︷ ︸
communicative value

(4)

where wcomm is the speaker’s weight on communicative
value; higher weights mean the speaker prioritizes communi-
cation more. The communicative speaker chooses an action
based on this utility function:

S(a|afirst,wother) ∝ exp(β ·US(a;afirst,wother)) (5)

Implementation details
We conducted our simulations using the probabilistic pro-
gramming language WebPPL (Goodman & Stuhlmüller,
2014). Our primary interest was the qualitative effects of the
model, so we chose reasonable parameter values. We chose
β= 2, fixed wc to 0.2, and discretized wother in 100 increments
ranging from 0 to 1, and used enumeration for exhaustive in-
ference.

For a = self (own generous), we set Uself = 3 and Uother =
5. For a = other (other generous), we set Uself = 5 and
Uother = 3, because generosity benefits the other more than
oneself. The qualitative results of the simulations are robust
to varying the values of action utilities.

Simulation results
In our simulations (Figure 4), we varied wother (the speaker’s
weight on the listener’s utility) and wcomm (the speaker’s
weight on communication), and kept the inequity aversion
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term wc fixed. We show model predictions for listeners
with two different priors on wother: a uniform prior, and a
Beta(1,2) prior, which puts a higher probability on lower val-
ues of wother, capturing a plausible situation where the speaker
thinks the listener thinks the speaker likely values themself
more than the listener.

Figure 4B shows the model-predicted likelihoods of the
speaker choosing to be generous for the next action, given
who was generous for the first action. As shown by positive
slopes in the plots, increasing wother increases the probability
of the speaker being generous (i.e. choosing to benefit the lis-
tener), regardless of who was generous in the first interaction.
Increasing wcomm increases the probability of alternation, par-
ticularly if the listener was generous the first time and the
speaker is reciprocating the generosity (left column). When
the speaker was generous the first time, then increasing wcomm
increases the probability of alternation (allowing the listener
to be generous next time) if the speaker thinks the listener has
a flat prior on the speaker’s wother, but only weakly if commu-
nicating a desire for equality must overcome a prior that the
speaker is biased. These results are robust across a variety of
values for β. Thus, increasing the speaker’s weight on com-
municating equality can induce alternation, and specifically
reciprocal generosity, across a range of plausible conditions.

Discussion
People reported that a primary motivation for alternating gen-
erosity is to communicate a desire for a (more) equal rela-
tionship. Communicating desired equality was reported to
be expected over other classically accepted reasons for recip-
rocal generosity based on people’s distributional preferences
(Trivers, 1971; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). A formal cognitive
model, based on inverse planning using an intuitive theory
of mind (Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Jara-Ettinger,
Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016), revealed that alter-
nating generosity is more likely when a rational planner re-
cursively represents a rational observer, and wants the ob-
server to infer that the planner has equally weighted utilities
for themselves and the observer. Thus, given people’s distri-
butional preferences, turn taking can emerge from a goal of
rationally communicating desired equality.

The experiment and model we developed differ substan-
tially from traditional approaches to studying reciprocal gen-
erosity (e.g. Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Nowak & Sigmund,
1994; Lau & Mui, 2008). While standard paradigms mea-
sure agents’ behaviour in abstract anonymous interactions
where the outcomes of the game are restricted to the value
of the payoffs, we collected human inferences about natural-
istic vignettes describing a range of familiar dyadic interac-
tions in which one person benefits more than the other, and
which could plausibly recur over time in sustained relation-
ships (Adams & Miller, 2022). Thus the experimental stimuli
mimic quotidian situated social interactions, and our model
is designed to computationally recapitulate the cognitive pro-
cesses of humans observing such interactions.

Our cognitive model can be contrasted with evolutionary
models that emphasize the credibility of costly signals of gen-
erosity, but are agnostic to the proximate mechanism of pro-
ducing or receiving the signals (Spence, 1973; Zahavi, 1977;
Roberts, 1998; Smith & Bird, 2000; Gintis, Smith, & Bowles,
2001; Roberts, 2020). Rational observers likely do indeed
consider the costs of communicative actions. In our experi-
ments, people rated alternating actions as more communica-
tive than repeating actions. Why? Consistent with signal-
ing theory, alternation may be more effortful (Schweinfurth
& Call, 2019). Accurately alternating requires remembering
what happened last time in order to choose what happens next
time, whereas following a precedent can be accomplished by
a habit or simple rule. The cognitive cost of turn taking may
increase its communicative credibility.

A key feature of our model is the focus on relations (as vi-
carious utility weights), rather than traits, as the content of
the communication. We represented this goal as, the plan-
ner wants the observer to infer that the planner places equal
weight on the self and observer (similar to a high welfare
tradeoff ratio, Delton, Krasnow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2011;
Cosmides & Tooby, 2013; Powell, 2022). A plausible alter-
native formulation, to which our model could be extended, is
that the planner aims to create shared mutual knowledge that
both partners value the other equally, and both want the other
to know it, and both want the other to know that they want
them to know it (De Freitas, Thomas, DeScioli, & Pinker,
2019). Another view is that an equal status relationship is one
of four innate categories of relationship models (Fiske, 1992),
and turn taking is a way to evoke the Equality Matching re-
lationship category. What is shared by all of these views,
by contrast to models of reputation signaling (Jones, Pittman,
et al., 1982; Schlenker & Pontari, 2000), is that turn taking
communicates about a relationship, and not (just) about the
traits or abilities of the person being generous (Kaufmann &
Clément, 2014; Thomas, Woo, Nettle, Spelke, & Saxe, 2022).

One limitation of our approach is that we isolated a single
plan and removed strategic uncertainty. In our experiments
and model, there is no possibility of miscoordination (e.g.
both people bring two coffees to the meeting, or zero coffees).
We also didn’t consider additional intentions (e.g. kindness)
underlying reciprocity (Falk & Fischbacher, 2006), and bun-
dled all of the strategic motivations for generosity (e.g. in-
creasing future direct reciprocity, communal norms and rep-
utation; Trivers, 1971; Wedekind & Braithwaite, 2002) into a
single measure of “long-run benefit” for the self. Finally, over
repeated interactions, reciprocity may become a norm, and
people may prefer it not because of complex mental-state rea-
soning over payoffs, but because people prefer it as a social
norm (Bicchieri, 2005; Kimbrough & Vostroknutov, 2016).
In this sense, the model we present here is incomplete. Future
cognitive models should incorporate planners’ beliefs about
the observer’s actions, and about the future consequences of
the planner’s actions.
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